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There are reasons...vindications...explanations...excuses, to be precise. Poor health, too much
company, severe medical problems with family and friends, and a lobotomy for our computer...but
all of it has been exacerbated by a long-time personal disability, better known as procrastinationitis.

When we were first awarded the'99 Gorflu, lwas on the web ss much that some people aeccused
me of spamming them. Then computer problems started sprouting (leaading eventually, to the
aforementioned lobotomy) and my aforementioned personal disability began to act up.

Because of allthe above, only a few memberships have trickled in * and the con motelwants a
deposit of half the cost of the estimated rooms by December 15th1

Yeah, I could have been a little less bunt about this. Could have just put out a gem of a Progress
report that would spontaniously gneratate a tidal wave of membberships...but after thinking it over,
I decided I didn't have the skillto do it on my ovyn, and lacked the time to solicit materialfrom tose
more capable. So *
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*(No, Arnie; Not rasslin's Fabulous Moolah; the green stuff, currency, coin of the realm, etc.)
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A - Active
1. rich brown
2. BillBowers
3. Robert Uchtman
4. Jerry Kaufrnan
5. Suzanne Tompkins
6. MichaelW White
7. George Flynn
8. ArtWHncr
9. Joyca Scrivner

10. Aileen Forman
11. Ken Forman
12, Sarah Prince
13.'Ted E White
14 . Ross Chamberlain
15. Richard Brandt
16. Michella Lyons
17. Karen Babich
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GORFLU SUNSPLASH
627 Barton Avenue
Springrfield, FL 32404
Webpage http :/lwww. an gelfire. comlfl /corfl usunsplash

DICK & NICKI LYNCH
POB 3120
GAITHERSBURG MD 20885
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Next issue, we'll probably need a full page to
list all members. While consonants are
nice, vowels are even better.
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